
March 25, 2021 

The Honorable Henry C. "Hank" Johnson 
Chairman, Subcommittee on Courts, Intellectual 

Property, and the Internet 
U.S. House of Representatives 
2240 Rayburn House Office Building 
Washington, DC 20515 

The Honorable Darrell E. Issa  
Ranking Member, Subcommittee on Courts, 

Intellectual Property, and the Internet 
U.S. House of Representatives  
2300 Rayburn House Office Building 
Washington, DC 20515 

Dear Chairman Johnson and Ranking Member Issa,  

We write to congratulate you on your selection as leaders of the Subcommittee on Courts, Intellectual 
Property, and the Internet and to propose issues for inclusion in the Subcommittee’s agenda for the 117th 
Congress. The priorities suggested below would restore the legislative intent of the Leahy-Smith America 
Invents Act (“AIA”), encourage long-overdue improvements to patent quality, and improve the efficiency 
of the U.S. patent system by reducing unnecessary litigation. We hope that you will find the discussion of 
these priorities useful and look forward to working with you and your staffs to ensure balanced and 
effective protection for U.S. innovation.  

The High Tech Inventors Alliance (HTIA) represents leading technology providers and consists of some 
of the most innovative companies in the world.  HTIA exists to promote innovation and American jobs 1

through equitable patent policies and a more efficient, effective, and inclusive patent system. HTIA 
member companies are some of the world’s largest funders of corporate research and development, 
collectively investing more than $143 billion in these activities annually. They are also some of the 
world’s largest patent owners and collectively own more than 320,000 patent assets. HTIA members 
contribute significantly to the economy, providing nearly 2 million jobs and generating $1.1 trillion in 
annual revenues.  

HTIA’s member companies worked closely with Congress in the six-year long legislative process that led 
to the landmark Leahy-Smith America Invents Act of 2011.  The AIA represents the most significant 2

transformation to our patent system in the better part of a century and has provided enormous benefits 
with respect to the goals of strengthening the U.S. patent system, reducing unnecessary litigation costs, 
and improving patent quality. Unfortunately, a number of recently adopted policies have hobbled the 
efficacy of validity challenges before the Patent Trial and Appeal Board (“PTAB”). Several other changes 
have reduced the rigor and accuracy of examination by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office (“USPTO”). 
These policies substantially undermine Congress’s goals in enacting the AIA. We would urge Congress 
and the new administration to work expeditiously to reverse these harmful policies and to craft new 
legislative and regulatory approaches that reflect the careful balance struck by prior administrations and 
by Congress in enacting the AIA.  

Our suggestions are described below and organized into three categories: 1) Changes necessary to 
restore the legislative intent of the AIA’s patent quality reforms; 2) Changes to USPTO policies and 
operations to improve patent quality; and 3) Statutory amendments to improve patent quality and 
reduce unnecessary litigation. The recommendations in all three categories would be appropriate topics 

 HTIA members include Adobe, Amazon, Cisco, Dell, Google, Intel, Oracle, Microso<, Salesforce, and Samsung. 1

More informa@on on HTIA is available at hCps://www.hightechinventors.com. 

 Leahy-Smith America Invents Act, Pub. L. No. 112-29, 125 Stat. 284 (2011).2
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for legislation, although many in the first two could also be addressed in the context of Congress’s 
oversight responsibilities over the USPTO.  

1. Restoring the Legislative Intent of the AIA’s Patent Quality Reforms  

Over the past several years, there has been a flood of changes to PTAB proceedings that have impaired 
their ability to cancel improvidently granted patents. As described more fully in the discussion of patent 
quality, the time and resources allocated for examination are grossly inadequate and preclude a rigorous 
assessment of validity prior to issuance. Despite examiners’ best efforts, it is simply not practicable to 
exhaustively search the prior art or to reliably make accurate determinations regarding validity in every 
case. Recognizing this, Congress established PTAB proceedings to provide “a more efficient alterna@ve 
to li@ga@on”  that would “provide a meaningful opportunity to improve patent quality and restore 3

confidence in the presumption of validity that comes with issued patents in court.”  This provides a 4

mechanism for a much more rigorous review of patentability that is aided by an adversarial process. In 
particular, this allows a reassessment of patentability in light of prior art that was not presented to the 
original patent examiner. Contrary to this legislative intent, the recent changes to PTAB proceedings have 
erected roadblocks to obtaining a patentability determination and have impaired the rigor of PTAB 
review. These changes have universally benefitted the owners of low-quality patents to the detriment of 
patent challengers and overall patent quality.  

These unfortunate changes include:  

● adoption of policies that encourage the inappropriate exercise of purported discretion under 
Section 314(a) to deny institution of meritorious, timely-filed IPR petitions;   5

● allowing patentees to include testimonial evidence with a preliminary response;  6

● replacing the broadest reasonable interpretation standard with Phillips-style claim construction;   7

● allowing patent owners to file multiple motions to amend;   8

● allowing patent owners a sur-reply on the merits as a matter of right;   9

● restricting the use of a patentee’s own “admitted prior art” to invalidate claims;  10

● allocating the burden of persuasion on the unpatentability of claim amendments to the 
petitioner;  and 11

 157 Cong. Rec. 1350 (Mar. 8, 2011) (statement of Senator Leahy).3

 H.R. Rep. No. 112-98, pt.1, at 48 (2011).4

 See the discussion of discre@onary denials and the associated PTAB preceden@al decisions immediately below. 5

 Amendments to the Rules of Prac@ce for Trials Before the Patent Trial and Appeal Board, 81 Fed. Reg. 18750 (April 6

1, 2016). 

 Changes to the Claim Construc@on Standard for Interpre@ng Claims in Trial Proceedings Before the Patent Trial 7

and Appeal Board, 83 Fed. Reg. 51340 (Oct 11, 2018).

 No@ce Regarding a New Pilot Program Concerning Mo@on to Amend Prac@ce and Procedures in Trial Proceedings 8

Under the America Invents Act Before the Patent Trial and Appeal Board, 84 Fed. Reg. 9497 (Mar. 15, 2019). 

 Office Patent Trial Prac@ce Guide, August 2018 Update, 83 Fed. Reg. 39989 (Aug. 13, 2018). 9

 Guidance Memorandum -- Use of applicant admiCed prior art in inter partes reviews (Aug. 18, 2020).10

 Rules of Prac@ce To Allocate the Burden of Persuasion on Mo@ons To Amend in Trial Proceedings Before the 11

Patent Trial and Appeal Board, 85 Fed. Reg. 82923 (Dec. 21, 2020). 
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● elimination of the presumption at institution favoring petitioner as to testimonial evidence.   12

Each of these changes is contrary to the legislative goals of reducing unnecessary litigation and improving 
patent quality. All of them should be carefully examined by the Subcommittee as part of its oversight 
responsibilities with respect to the USPTO. Many of these policies are problematic and warrant 
modification or outright reversal. However, a full discussion of each of these changes is beyond the scope 
of this letter, and in the interest of brevity we address only the two most detrimental of them below.  

a. Abandon misguided policies relating to the exercise of discretion to deny institution of IPR 
based on extra-statutory considerations unrelated to the merits. Congress intended IPR to 
provide an alternative to litigation that would allow parties to avoid wasting resources in 
unnecessary lawsuits over invalid patents. IPR was initially successful and saved billions of 
dollars in litigation costs.  However, in recent years, the USPTO has embarked on a concerted 13

effort to limit the availability of IPR by asserting that it has “absolute discretion” under Section 
314(a) to impose extra-statutory restrictions on the institution of IPR proceedings. It has exercised 
this purported discretion to adopt rules that were clearly rejected by Congress during the debate 
over the AIA. Once rare, these so-called “discretionary denials” have increased from just five in 
2016 to 167 in 2020 and now account for about three quarters of all procedural denials of 
institution.  Under the guise of exercising its discretion, the USPTO has effectively repealed key 14

provisions of the statute by regulatory fiat and replaced them with its own policy preferences that 
undermine Congress’s purposes in enacting the AIA. In addition to violating Congress’s intent, 
the USPTO’s tests for determining whether to deny institution based on discretion are inherently 
biased, require speculative conclusions regarding future events, employ fundamentally unreliable 
evidence, and are incapable of producing consistent outcomes.  These policies have proven 15

enormously controversial, as evidenced by the fact that a recent request for comments by the 
USPTO on this topic generated 826 filings from stakeholders.  They are also the subject of 16

pending litigation against the USPTO under the Administrative Procedure Act.  These policies 17

 PTAB Rules of Prac@ce for Ins@tu@ng on All Challenged Patent Claims and All Grounds and Elimina@ng the 12

Presump@on at Ins@tu@on Favoring Pe@@oner as to Tes@monial Evidence, 85 Fed. Reg. 79120 (Dec. 9, 2020). 

 See, e.g., Josh Landau, Inter Partes Review: Five Years, Over $2 Billion Saved, Patent Progress (Sept. 14, 2017).13

 PTAB Discre@onary Denials Up 60%+ in 2020: Fueled En@rely by 314(a) Denials, Unified Patents (Jan. 5, 2021), 14

hCps://www.unifiedpatents.com/insights/2020-ptab-discre@onary-denials-report?rq=discre@onary%20denials. 

 For a detailed discussion of the many flaws in the USPTO’s preceden@al decisions on discre@onary denials and 15

the pernicious effects of these policies, see the Comments of the High Tech Inventors Alliance in response to the 
USPTO’s Request for Comments on Discre@on To Ins@tute Trials Before the Patent Trial and Appeal Board, Docket 
No. PTO–C–2020–0055, available at hCps://www.regula@ons.gov/comment/PTO-C-2020-0055-0819. 

 See Docket No. PTO–C–2020–0055 at hCps://beta.regula@ons.gov/document/PTO-C-2020-0055-0001/comment 16

(lis@ng 826 comments filed); see also Josh Landau, Comments on USPTO’s Newest Regula@on Overall Oppose 
Discre@onary Denial Rules, Patent Progress (Dec. 9, 2020).

 Apple Inc., Cisco Systems, Inc., Edwards Lifesciences Corp., Google LLC, and Intel CorporaFon v. Iancu, Case No. 17

5:20-cv-06128, pending before the Northern District of California. (Original complaint available at hCps://
patentlyo.com/media/ 2020/09/20cv06128.pdf). 
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are misguided and unlawful. Congress should enforce the legislative intent of the AIA and require 
the USPTO to reverse the PTAB precedential decisions that embody them.   18

b. Withdraw rules placing burden of persuasion as to validity of proposed claim amendments 
in IPR proceedings on petitioner rather than patent owner. Under current rules, the USPTO 
allows claim amendments in IPR without conducting any substantive examination and without 
requiring the patent owner to demonstrate that the amended claims are valid.  Instead, the 19

USPTO has actively discouraged PTAB panels from scrutinizing claim amendments, which are to 
be allowed unless the petitioner proves that they are invalid. Often, however, a petitioner will 
have little or no incentive to rigorously challenge the validity of proposed amendments (e.g., 
where the claim amendments strengthen petitioner’s non-infringement argument in parallel 
litigation, where the parallel infringement suit has been settled, or where the patent owner has 
granted a license to the petitioner). As a result, the current rules enable the issuance of amended 
claims that have neither been examined by the PTO or adequately tested for validity through an 
adversarial process. This absence of appropriate scrutiny enables the issuance of invalid claims 
that are entitled to a presumption of validity in litigation despite the complete absence of any 
assessment of their validity by the USPTO. This harms patent quality and the integrity of the 
patent system. The current rules should be withdrawn, and the PTO should conduct a rulemaking 
to propose new rules that require the USPTO to determine the patentability of all proposed 
amendments and places the burden of proving their validity on the patent owner that seeks them. 

2. Changes to USPTO Policies and Operations to Improve Patent Quality  

In recent years, the U.S. has deprioritized patent quality, adopting policies that have reduced accuracy of 
examination and increased the likelihood that invalid claims will be granted. Under the prior 
administration, the USPTO took steps to decrease the availability and effectiveness of administrative 
proceedings before the PTAB, impairing its ability to correct examination errors by cancelling patents that 
should not have been granted. As a result of its failure to provide adequate time, resources, and guidance 
to examiners, the U.S. lags far behind other major jurisdictions with respect to patent quality. While the 
overall U.S. intellectual property system is ranked as the best in the world,  a recent benchmarking study 20

ranked the USPTO second to last among the five major patent offices with respect to patent quality.  And 21

an analysis of examination accuracy at the five largest patent offices found that the USPTO ranked dead 

 The principal PTAB preceden@al decisions on discre@onary denials that should be disavowed include: General 18

PlasFc Industrial Co., Ltd. v. Canon Kabushiki Kaisha, IPR2016-01357, Paper 19 (PTAB Sept. 6, 2017) (adop@ng mul@-
factor test for exercising discre@on to deny ins@tu@on of a follow-on pe@@on filed by the same pe@@oner); Valve 
Corp. v. Electronic ScripFng Products Inc., IPR2019-00062, -00063 and -00084, Paper 11 (April 2, 2019) (extending 
General PlasFcs to apply to pe@@ons filed by an unrelated pe@@oner); NHK Spring Co. Ltd. v. Intri-Plex Technologies 
Inc., IPR2018-00752 Paper 8, (Sep 12, 2018) (adop@ng mul@-factor test for exercising discre@on to deny ins@tu@on 
based on “advanced stage” of co-pending infringement li@ga@on); and Apple Inc. v. FinFv, Inc., IPR2020-00019, 
Paper 11 (PTAB Mar. 20, 2020) (same).

 Rules of Prac@ce To Allocate the Burden of Persuasion on Mo@ons To Amend in Trial Proceedings Before the 19

Patent Trial and Appeal Board, 85 Fed. Reg. 82923 (Dec. 21, 2020). 

 U.S. Chamber of Commerce, Interna@onal IP Index: The Art of the Possible at p.5 (8th Ed., 2020) (ranking U.S. IP 20

system as best in the world).

 Adam Houldsworth & Bridget Diakun, Benchmarking 2020 – Europe Holds its Lead but Honeymoon Might 21

be Over for USPTO Head, IAM (June 8, 2020), hCps://www.iam-media.com/law-policy/benchmarking-2020- 
europe-holds-its-lead-honeymoon-might-be-over-uspto-head (U.S. ranks 4th out of 5 patent offices for quality).
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last, with an accuracy rate less than half of Japan’s.  As a result of these challenges, it is estimated that 22

around half of the software and business method patents issued by the USPTO are at least partially 
invalid.  Significant changes to how the USPTO resources and conducts examination are sorely needed, 23

including those summarized below.  

a. Establish a dedicated, well-resourced patent quality group. The previous administration 
eliminated two senior positions that were responsible for driving improvements in patent 
quality at the USPTO – the Deputy Commissioner for Patent Quality and Associate 
Commissioner for Patent Quality.  While the USPTO claims that their elimination allows 24

“the responsibility for ensuring patent quality [to be] shared by all” and “enable[es] a more 
expansive focus on patent quality,” in reality it has resulted in a deprioritization of patent 
quality initiatives across the agency, contributed to a general lack of focus on improvements, 
and created an accountability vacuum in which no senior official within the USPTO is 
responsible for improving patent quality. This action should be reversed by reestablishing 
these positions, allocating employees in addition to these two positions to a small group to 
support the execution of patent quality initiatives, and providing dedicated resources 
sufficient for its mission.  

b. Expand examiner corps to allow more time per application for examination and provide 
examiners with better tools, guidance, and technical training. On average, USPTO 
examiners spend only around nineteen hours reviewing each application, which is woefully 
inadequate.  Historically, the USPTO has allocated less than half the amount of time as other 25

major patent offices.  On top of this, applications relating to emerging technology areas like 26

 Gaétan de Rassenfosse, Adam B. Jaffe and Elizabeth Webster, Low-quality patents in the eye of the beholder: 22

Evidence from mulFple examiners, Centre for Transforma@ve Innova@on Working Paper (Jan. 2016) (determining 
the “rela@ve accuracy rates” of major patent offices were: 5.8 for EPO, 4.8 for JPO, 3.25 for KIPO, 2.3 for SIPO, and 
2.15 for USPTO, which “implies that the EPO and JPO are the most accurate offices and the USPTO and SIPO the 
least accurate”), hCps://www.swinburne.edu.au/media/swinburneeduau/research/research-centres/c@/working-
papers/CTI-Working-Paper-1-16-Low-quality-patents.pdf.

 Shawn P. Miller, Where's the Innova@on? An Analysis of the Quan@ty and Quali@es of An@cipated and Obvious 23

Patents. SSRN Electronic Journal (Feb. 2012) (es@ma@ng that invalidity rate for so<ware and business method 
patents is between 39 and 56 percent), hCps://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2029263. See also 
John R. Allison & Mark A. Lemley, Empirical Evidence on the Validity of LiFgated Patents, 26 AIPLA Q.J. 185, 205 
(1998) (repor@ng a 46% invalida@on rate for li@gated patents). 

 See Andrei Iancu, Director's Forum: Fall 2020 brings exciFng changes to the Patents organizaFon (Sep 29, 2020) 24

(no@ng that “there is no longer a deputy commissioner with the @tle ‘Deputy Commissioner for Patent Quality’), 
hCps://www.uspto.gov/blog/director/entry/fall-2020-brings-exci@ng-changes. 

 See Michael D. Frakes and Melissa F. Wasserman. The Failed Promise of User Fees: Empirical Evidence from the 25

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, 11 JOURNAL OF EMPIRICAL LEGAL STUDIES 4 (2014); Michael D. Frakes and 
Melissa F. Wasserman, Does the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office Grant Too Many Bad Patents?: Evidence from a 
Quasi-Experiment, 67 STANFORD LAW REVIEW 613 (2015); and Michael D. Frakes and Melissa F. Wasserman, Is the 
Time Allocated to Review Patent ApplicaFons Inducing Examiners To Grant Invalid Patents?: Evidence from Micro-
Level ApplicaFon Data, 99 REVIEW OF ECONOMICS AND STATISTICS 550 (2015).

 Colleen Chien, ComparaFve Patent Quality, 50 ARIZ. ST. L.J. 71, 111 (2018) (repor@ng study finding that the 26

European Patent Office allocated around 30 hours for examina@on compared to just 13 hours allocated by the 
USPTO), hCps://arizonastatelawjournal.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/Chien_Pub.pdf. 
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artificial intelligence and quantum computing often involve cutting-edge technologies that are 
outside an examiner’s prior experience and expertise, requiring the examiner to expend 
precious examination time on getting up to speed on the state of the art in an unfamiliar field. 
The inadequate time and resources devoted to examination is particularly problematic 
because the examiner bears the burden of establishing unpatentability.  As a result, 27

examiners are routinely required to allow invalid patents, given the inability to demonstrate 
unpatentability due to time and resource constraints. The examiner corps should be 
significantly expanded in order to increase examination capacity sufficiently to allow 
substantial increases in the average per patent time allocation. Additionally, the USPTO 
should increase investments in information technology that enables examiners to use their 
limited examination time more efficiently – with a particular focus on increasing access to 
non-patent prior art and to developing improved search tools – and increase resources 
dedicated to providing guidance and technical training to ensure examiners are kept abreast of 
legal developments, changes in examination policies and processes, and advances in 
emerging, cutting-edge technologies.  

c. Rationalize the patent fee schedule to improve predictability of revenues and financial 
stability. Currently, patent application fees cover only a fraction of the costs of 
examination.  The USPTO makes up the shortfall by subsidizing examination services with 28

revenue generated from collecting renewal fees for granted patents. As a result, any 
unexpected rise in applications or reduction in renewals produces a shortfall in examination 
resources. Additionally, subsidizing examination services reduces application fees to such a 
low level that applicants are incentivized to file an excessive number of unnecessary 
applications, only to abandon many of them to avoid paying renewal fees. This results in a 
misallocation of resources, with significant time and effort being wasted on examination of 
valueless patents that are destined to be abandoned by their owners. Finally, funding 
examination services out of renewal fees also creates an institutional incentive to bias 
examination practices in favor of patent grants because issued patents are capable of 
producing future fee revenues while rejected applications have no revenue potential. To 
address potential shortfalls in revenues, increase the USPTO’s financial stability, and remove 
any incentive for a systemic bias in favor of patent grants, the USPTO should significantly 
increase application fees for large entities while maintaining them at their current levels for 
small and micro entities. This would “front load” the USPTO’s revenues to enable it to 
recover more of the costs of examination at the time these services are provided and 
strengthen the financial stability of the Office.  

d. Withdraw examiner guidance on patent eligibility or amend it to conform to Supreme 
Court case law. Current examination guidance substantially impairs patent quality by 
requiring examiners to allow invalid claims drawn to ineligible subject matter. The guidance 
adopts a “practical application” test for patent eligibility that is inconsistent with – and more 
easily satisfied than – the test articulated by the Supreme Court.  As a result, the existing 29

 See Michael J. Meurer and Janet Freilich, Patent system o\en sFfles the innovaFon it was designed to encourage, 27

THE CONVERSATION (Mar. 16, 2021), hCps://theconversa@on.com/patent-system-o<en-s@fles-the-innova@on-it-was-
designed-to-encourage-148075. 

 Michael D. Frakes and Melissa F. Wasserman, Decreasing the Patent Office’s IncenFves 28

to Grant Invalid Patents (Dec. 2017), hCps://www.hamiltonproject.org/assets/files/decreasing_patent_office_ 
incen@ves_grant_invalid_patents.pdf. 

 2019 Revised Patent Subject MaCer Eligibility Guidance, 84 Fed. Reg. 50 (Jan. 7, 2019). 29
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guidance – which has now been incorporated into the Manual of Patent Examination 
Procedure – requires examiners to allow claims that are invalid under current case law. 
Promulgation of this guidance has resulted in a substantial decrease in office actions 
containing a rejection based on Section 101. While the USPTO has touted its guidance as a 
great improvement that has “brought greater predictability and certainty to the determination 
of patent eligibility,”  the courts have declined to apply the USPTO guidance or its “practical 30

application” test due to its inconsistency with the “inventive concept” requirement articulated 
in Supreme Court precedents.  Accordingly, it appears that the 25% reduction in eligibility 31

rejections does not represent an “improvement” but instead reflects a substantial increase in 
the issuance of invalid claims. The USPTO’s eligibility guidance should be withdrawn and 
replaced with guidance that correctly incorporates the “inventive concept” requirement 
articulated by the Supreme Court.  

3. Statutory Changes to Improve Patent Quality and Reduce Unnecessary Litigation  

With the ten-year anniversary of the AIA upon us, we can celebrate the many significant improvements it 
has brought, while also proposing additional legislative changes that would improve the effectiveness or 
efficiency of the AIA or more fully address unnecessary litigation. Two examples of changes relating to 
the IPR process  are discussed below.  32

a. Empower the PTAB to consider all statutory grounds of invalidity in inter partes review 
proceedings. Under current law, the Patent Trial and Appeal Board (PTAB) can only cancel a 
patent based on invalidity due to anticipation or obviousness and cannot consider invalidity 
due to indefiniteness or the lack of an enabling disclosure pursuant to Section 112  or lack of 33

eligible subject matter under Section 101. This limitation on the grounds that may be 
considered impairs the PTAB’s ability to correct mistakes in examination that result in the 
issuance of invalid claims. It also prevents IPR from providing a true “alternative” litigation 
in court. The PTAB’s inability to cancel indefinite claims produces particularly pernicious 
results. Deciding a challenge based on anticipation or obviousness requires the claim to be 
construed so that it can be compared to the prior art. As a result, if a claim is too indefinite to 
be construed, it may be effectively immune from PTAB review. This allows claims to remain 
in force to generate pointless future litigation. The AIA should be amended to close this 
loophole by enabling the PTAB to decide challenges based on any statutory ground of 
invalidity.  

 USPTO Press Release, USPTO releases report on patent examina@on outcomes a<er the Supreme Court’s Alice 30

decision (April 23, 2020), hCps://www.uspto.gov/about-us/news-updates/uspto-releases-report-patent-
examina@on-outcomes-a<er-supreme-courts-alice. 

 See, e.g., Cleveland Clinic FoundaFon v. True Health DiagnosFcs LLC (Fed. Cir. Apr. 1, 2019) (non-preceden@al) 31

(professing “great[] respect the PTO's exper@se” but sta@ng that it “decline[s] to follow” the PTO’s eligibility 
guidance and holding that the lower court did not err by refusing to apply the PTO’s guidance in place of binding 
judicial precedents).

 While our focus in this leCer is on patent quality, we also have sugges@ons rela@ng to patent li@ga@on reform, 32

including promo@ng the judge’s role in ensuring propor@onate damages awards in district court li@ga@on, 
ra@onalizing procedures in the Interna@onal Trade Commission, and clarifying remedies for infringement of 
standards-related patents. We welcome the opportunity to discuss each of our priori@es at the appropriate @me. 

 See Samsung Electronics America, Inc. v. Prisusa Engineering (Fed. Cir. 2019) (holding that PTAB is precluded from 33

cancelling patent for invalidity based on indefiniteness), hCp://www.cafc.uscourts.gov/sites/default/files/ opinions-
orders/19-1169.Opinion.2-4-2020_1526242.pdf. 
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b. Mandate stay of co-pending litigation in deference to an instituted IPR. In enacting the 
AIA, Congress intended that PTAB review proceed in preference to a district court suit to 
avoid wasting resources on litigation over an invalid patent.  In recent years, Congress’s 34

intent has been turned on its head, and the PTAB regularly declines to proceed with an IPR in 
deference to a district court trial under its NHK Spring and Fintiv precedential decisions. This 
is the opposite of what Congress intended and forecloses the availability of an IPR as an 
“alternative to litigation.” Additionally, the decision on a stay motion is unpredictable and 
outcomes on stays are inconsistent across district courts. As a result, significant time and 
resources are wasted litigating stay motions only to produce subjective, unpredictable results 
that are often inconsistent with the intent of the AIA. Efficiency, consistency, and 
predictability would all be substantially enhanced by simply mandating a stay of litigation in 
deference to the PTAB’s decision to institute an IPR. To that end, 35 U.S.C. § 315 should be 
amended to require a court to stay an infringement suit where the same plaintiff and 
defendant are also parties to a parallel PTAB proceeding involving the same patent so long as 
the stay is requested in a timely manner. 

Thank you in advance for your kind consideration of these recommendations as you develop your 
priorities and decide upon an agenda for the Subcommittee on Courts, Intellectual Property, and the 
Internet. HTIA and its member companies stand ready to provide any information or assistance on these 
issues that would be helpful to you, and we would be happy to discuss these recommendations in more 
detail or provide answers to any questions from you or your staff.  

Sincerely,  

David W. Jones 
Executive Director  
High Tech Inventors Alliance  

cc: Honorable Members of the Subcommittee on Courts, Intellectual Property, and the Internet 

 A recent economic study found that the direct costs savings from 2014 to 2019 as a result of IPR in cases where 34

co-pending li@ga@on was stayed were $1.676 billion. Predictably, the study found that there were much lower cost 
savings in cases where a stay of li@ga@on was not granted, totaling only $121.231 million for the same period. The 
Perryman Group, An Assessment of the Impact of the Inter Partes Review Process under the Patent Trial and Appeal 
Board (Jan. 2021). 
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